Winscribe Delivers Speech-Enabled Documentation for
Lawyers with Winscribe Quick Speech Recognition

Winscribe announces the addition of Winscribe Quick Speech Recognition (QSR), a standalone front-end speech recognition solution, to their
portfolio of speech productivity software. Winscribe QSR empowers lawyers to use their voice to quickly and easily create documentation, craft
emails, enter data into third-party applications, and communicate with clients faster, less expensively, and more efficiently. Documentation is an
essential function in law firms and legal departments, but traditional methods can be time consuming and expensive. Besides, most lawyers are
skilled speakers and – based on industry averages – can talk nearly ten times faster than they can type. With this in mind, Winscribe developed
Winscribe Quick Speech Recognition (QSR), an easy-to-use standalone speech recognition software solution that types as a lawyer talks. What more
could a busy lawyer want?
Today, lawyers tend to support themselves and often do not have a personal assistant at arm’s reach. Winscribe QSR helps to serve as a lawyer’s
personal assistant, by reducing or even eliminating the need for manual transcription of notes, directions, and documents.
Law firms are increasingly seeing the usefulness of voice-to-text technology as a way to improve the speed and accuracy of communications,
documentation, and data entry. In fact, ILTA’s 2014 Technology Survey reported that 62 percent of firms are using some form of speech recognition
technology, which has risen by nearly 20 points in the last four years.
“Busy legal professionals must maximize their productive time and need robust tools that help them work faster and don’t require a time intensive
investment for getting started. Winscribe QSR has an intuitive interface, is easy-to-use, and delivers exceptional speech recognition accuracy. With
just a few minutes of training, Winscribe QSR clients can take advantage of immediate productivity gains. Authors simply place the QSR cursor into a
field, dictate, review the recognized text, and sign off the result to move to the next field or task,” explains Pierre Corboz, Director of Product Strategy
at Winscribe.
The release of Winscribe QSR offers real-time, front-end speech recognition technology that is remarkably accurate and has a low edit rate, enabling
legal professionals to quickly generate documentation with confidence. It also supports general and legal-specific vocabularies. Plus, it has a
centralized and intelligent management console that can ‘learn’ and manage new words, phrases and user profiles. Winscribe QSR is adaptable and
works with existing applications and information systems that allow typed text entry, including Microsoft Office applications, Web browsers, and
Practice Management Systems – to name a few.
QSR joins Winscribe’s suite of speech productivity solutions, which include enterprise-level digital dictation workflow management, speech recognition
workflow management, transcription, and mobile speech technology software solutions. To learn more about Winscribe's Speech Recognition Suite,
including Winscribe QSR, please visit http://www.winscribe.com/speech-technology/speech-recognition and contact us.
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